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Essential biochemistry 3rd edition pdf

Basic biochemistry has a selective approach to coverage that consists of biology, premed, and allied health and represents a broad but not overwhelming basis for biochemical coverage that focuses on chemistry beyond biology. In addition, it covers chemical concepts that scaffold biology biochemists that provide
practical knowledge as well as many problem-solving opportunities to hone skills. Basic biochemicals is a biochemical examination that is selective in coverage and places information in a broader biological context for understanding. Chapters are deliberately short to alleviate information overload. Chapter opening
section entitled This chapter in context, helps to orient the reader on the main topics of the chapter and show how the topics are related to previously learned material. Key concepts at the beginning of each section help identify the most important takeaways in a section and provide an organizational overview for learning.
Concept Review questions at the end of each section builds on these key concepts by testing mastery. Academia.edu cookies to personalize content, personalize ads, and improve the user experience. By using our site, you agree to our collection of information through the use of cookies. To learn more, please see our
Privacy Policy.× PART ONE BASICS 1 CHEMICAL BASIS OF LIFE 1 1-1 What is biochemy? 2 1-2 Biological molecules 3 1-3 Energy and metabolism 10 1-4 Origin and development of life 14 2 Aqueous CHEMISTRY 24 2-1 Water molecules form hydrogen bonds 25 2-2 Hydrophobic effect 30 2-3 Acid-Basic chemistry
33 2-4 Tools and techniques: Buffers 41 PART TWO MOLECULAR STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION 3 FROM GENES TO PROTEINS 51 3-1 DNA Is genetic material 52 3-2 Genes encode proteins 61 3-3 genomics 65 3-4 Tools and techniques : DNA manipulation 70 4 PROTEIN STRUCTURE 87 4-1 Proteins are amino
acid chains 89 4-2 Secondary structure: Meatiness of the peptide group 96 4-3 Tertiary structure and stability of proteins 99 4-4 Quartet structure 107 4-5 Tools and techniques: Protein structure analysis 108 5 PROTEIN FUNCTION 121 5-1 Myoglobin and hemoglobin: Oxygen-binding proteins 122 5-2 Structural proteins
133 5-3 Motor proteins 144 6 HOW ENZYMES WORK 158 6-1 What is an enzyme? 159 6-2 Catalysis chemistry 162 6-3 Unique properties of enzyme catalysts 171 6-4 Some other enzyme properties 174 7 ENZYME KINETICS AND INHIBITION 1 88 7-1 Introduction to the enzyme Kinetics 189 7-2 Derivation and
meaning of michaelis-menten equation 1 91 7-3 Enzyme inhibition 200 8 LIPID MEMBRANES 220 8-1 Lipids 221 8-2 Lipid bilayer 227 8-3 Membrane proteins 230 8-4 Fluid mosaic Model 2 233 9 MEMBRANE TRANSPORT 241 9-1 Membrane thermodynamics Transport 242 9-2 Passive transport 246 9-3 Active
transport 252 9-4 Membrane fusion 255 10 SIGNALING 266 10-1 General functions Signalling Pathways 267 10-2 G Protein Signaling Pathways 271 10-3 Receptor Tyrosine Kinases 277 10-4 Lipid Hormone Signaling 281 11 CARBOHYDRATES 28 1 11 CARBOHYDRATES 277 10-4 Lipid hormone Signaling 281 11
CARBOHYDRATES 281 290 11-1 Monosaccharides 291 11-2 Polysaccharides 29 4 11-3 Glycoproteins 299 PART THREE METABOLISM 12 METABOLISM AND BIOENERGETICS 3 08 12-1 Food and fuel 309 12-2 Metabolic pathways 314 1 2-3 Free energy changes in metabolic reactions 323 13 Glucose metabolism
338 13-1 Glycolisis 339 13-2 Gluconeogenesis 354 13-3 Synthesis glycogen and degradation 357 13-4 Pentose phosphate pathway 361 14 THE CITRIC ACID CYCLE 370 14-1 Pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction 37 1 14-2 Eight reactions of the citric acid cycle 374 14-3 Anabolic and Cata function cycle of citric acid 384
15 OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION 394 15-1 Thermo dynamics of oxidation and reduction reactions 395 15-2 Mitoch electron transport 399 15-3 Chemiosmosis 408 15-4 ATP Synthase 410 16 PHOTOS SYNTHESIS 420 16-1 Chloroplasts and solar energy 422 16-2 Light reactions 425 16-3 Carbon fixation 432 17
LIPID METABOLISM 442 17-1 Fatty acids Oxidation 445 17-2 Synthesis of fatty acids 453 17-3 Synthesis of other Lipids 463 18 NITROGEN METABOLISM 475 18-1 Nitrogen fixation and assimilation 476 18-2 Amino acid biosynthesis 480 18-3 Nucleotide biosynthesis 488 18-4 Catabolism amino acids 494 18-5
Nitrogen disposal: Urea cycle 498 19 REGULATION OF MAMMALIAN FUEL METABOLISM 509 19-1 Integrating fuel metabolism 510 1 9-2 Hormonal control of fuel metabolism 515 19-3 Fuel metabolism disorders 520 PART FOUR GENETIC INFORMATION 20 DNA REPLICATION AND REPAIR 529 20-1 DNA
Supercoiling 530 20-2 DNA replication machines 533 20-3 Telomeres 540 20-4 DNA Damage and repair 543 20-5 DNA packaging 552 21 TRANSCRIPTION AND RNA 561 21-1 Transcription Initiation 563 21-2 RNA Polymerase 571 21-1 3 RNA Processing 576 000 22 PROTEIN SYNTHESIS 590 22-1 tRNA
Aminoacylation 592 22-2 Ribosome structure 596 22-3 Translation 599 22-224 Post-Translational Events 608 DICTIONARY 617 SOLUTIONS 629 ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS WITH PRACTICE PP-1 ANSWERS TO CLINICAL CONNECTIVITY QUESTIONS CC-1 INDEX I-1 Buy this book book consists of biology, pre-
med, and Allied health topics and represents a broad but not overwhelming basis of biochemical coverage that focuses on chemistry beyond biology. In addition, it covers chemical concepts that scaffold biology biochemists that provide practical knowledge as well as many problem-solving opportunities to hone skills.
Key concepts and concept review features help students identify and review important takeaways in each section. Article Opinions: 1364 INSTANT DOWNLOAD WITH ANSWERS Package Title: Pratt &amp; Cornely Test Bank Course Title: Pratt &amp; Cornely Chapter Number: 2 Question Type: Multiple Choice 1) In
water molecule, hydrogens are partially _____; oxygen are partially _____. A) negative; B) negative; negative; (C) positive; positive D) positive; negative E) none of the above Answer: D Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 2-1 Learning goal: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 2)
At any given time, one water molecule participates in a strong hydrogen bond(s).  The role played by the water molecule is best characterized as _____. A) two ; one H-bond donor, one H-bond B acceptor) two ; two H-bond donor C) two; two H-bond (d) one; H-bond donor E) one; H-bond acceptor Answer: Difficulty:
Middle part Reference: 2-1 Goal of learning: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 3) Which of these properties is the physical property of water that results from hydrogen bonding? A) high boiling point in relation to molecular weight B) solid state that is less dense than liquid state C)
high surface tension D) ability to soluble polar molecules E) all of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-1 Learning Objective: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 4) Hydrogen bond between water molecule and other biomolecules , _____. A) the hydrogen ion on
the water molecule forms an ion bond with the hydride ion on the second molecule B) a hydrogen bond is usually formed between the hydrogen atom and either nitrogen; oxygen or oxygen atom C), a partial charge of hydrogen water interacts with a partial hydrogen charge of the second molecule D) hydrogen on the
water molecule forms a covalent link to an oxygen or nitrogen atom to another molecule E) The hydrogen atom is located between the water oxygen atom and the carbon atom of the second molecule. : B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-1 Learning objective: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form
hydrogen bonds 5) The strongest nonconanttent interactions are ______ A) van der Waals interaction B) London dispersion forces C) hydrogen bonds D ) dipole-dipole interaction E) sound interactions Answer: E Difficulty: Simple Part Reference: 2-1 Learning Goal: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to
create hydrogen bonds 6) Hydrogen bonds are approximately _____% strength bonds of C-C or C-H covalent bonds. A) 1 B) 5 C) 20 D) 50 E) 95 Answer: B Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 2-1 Learning goal: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 7) Due to the formation of
hydrogen bonds, _____ is very soluble in water. A) Carbon dioxide B) sodium chloride C) methanol D) octane E) cholesterol Reply: C Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-1 Learning goal: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 8) Which of these data explains the interactions that occur
water molecule atoms and ions that are formed when sodium chloride dissolves in water? A) hydrogen interacts with sodium ions, oxygen interacts with chloride ion B) hydrogen interacts with chloride ion; oxygen interact with sodium ion C) hydrogen interacts with sodium ion and chloride ion oxygen D) oxygen interacts
with sodium ion and chloride ion E) none of the above Answers: B Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 2-1 Learning objective : Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 9) Which of the following functional groups has two hydrogen bond donors and one hydrogen Links? A) Alcohol B)
ester C) thiol D) amine E) amide Reply: D Difficulty: Hard section Reference: 2-1 Learning goal: Explain the properties of water, as for its ability to form hydrogen bonds 10) Hydrogen bonds in liquid water are __________ A) attractions between atomic atomic protons B) dipole interactions C) dipole-dipole interactions D)
attractions between two oxygen atoms E) attractions between H+ and-OH liquid ions Response : C Difficulty: Middle Part Reference: 2-1 Learning Goal: Explain the properties of water in terms of its ability to form hydrogen bonds 11) When a non-polar substance is added to water, how do water molecules behave? A) a
regular model of hydrogen binding is disturbed, which leads to a decrease in entropy B) a regular model of hydrogen binding is disturbed, which leads to an increase in entropy C) a regular model of hydrogen bonds is disturbed, which leads to a decrease in enthalpy D) the regular model of hydrogen binding is disturbed,
which leads to an increase in enthalpy E) none of the above Answer : Difficulty: Middle Part Reference: 2-2 Learning Goal : Combine solubility of substances with hydrophobic action 12) What term is used to describe the exclusion of non-polar substances from aqueous solution? A) non-poline effect B) lipid effect C)



hydrophobic effect D) droplet effect of oil E) amphiphilic effect Reply: C Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 2-2 Learning objective: Assign solubility of substances to hydrophobic effect 13) Which of these examples is an example of hydrophobic effect? A) cell lipid membrane and organelle B) protein folding, which places
hydrophobic amino acids in the interior of protein C) separating salad dressing D) oil shine seen on the ocean after oil leak E) all of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Easy part Reference: 2-2 Learning goal: Link solubility of substances to hydrophobic effect 14) Which of the following explains the attractive forces between
hydrophobic molecules in aqueous solution? A) in the ad environment, London's dispersion forces between hydrophobic molecules become stronger B) aquatic environment, London dispersion forces between hydrophobic molecules and water become stronger C) because non-polaar molecules do not form hydrogen
bonds with hydrogen bonds with water, may form hydrogen bonds with other non-polar molecules D) does not lead to an increase in attractive forces between non-polar molecules in the anoline environment E) none of the above Answers: D Difficulty: Hard Section Reference : 2-2 Learning objective: Add solubility of
substances to hydrophobic effect 15) Due to the energy of transmission of non-polar molecules from water to a non-polar solvent is a factor of TDS _____in general, which causes the DG to be _____. A) positive; negative B) negative; negative C) positive; positive D) positive; positive E) negligible; either positive or
negative Answer: Difficulty: Hard part Reference: 2-2 Learning objective: To add solubility of substances to hydrophobic action 16) Molecule, which has both polar and non-polar region is called ______________ A) micellar B) amphiphilic C) endergonic D) membrane E) none of the above Answer: B Difficulty: Simple
section References: 2-2 Learning Objective: Apply the solubility of substances to hydrophobic effect 17) Which of the following is an example of an amphitheater molecule? A) adenine, the basis found in nucleic acids B) glucose, monosaccharide C) serine, amino acid D) palmitic acid, fatty acid E) none of the above
Answer: D Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-2 Learning goal: Admissibility of substances to hydrophobic effect 18) In aqueous solution, globules of up to several thousand amphiphilic molecules arranged with hydrophilic groups on the surface and hydrophobic groups buried in the centre are called ______. A) micely B)
vacuols C) liposomes D) bilayers E) none of the above Answer: Difficulty: Simple Section References: 2-2 Learning Goal: Apply solubility of substances to hydrophobic effect 19) Fatty acid anions most often compiled into _____ in aqueous solution. A) lipid bilayery B) solvent-filled vesicles C) micelles D) liposomes E)
none of the above Answer: C Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 2-2 Learning goal: Link solubility of substances to hydrophobic effect 20) Which of these molecules would avoid easily crossing the lipid bilayer? A) glucose B) sodium ions C) potassium ions D) water E) all of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Middle section
Reference: 2-2 Learning objective: Link solubility of substances to hydrophobic effect 21) Which of the following applies to hydrophobic interactions between non-pong molecules or groups? A) are the result of a tendency to maximize water contact with non-poline molecules B) require the presence of surrounding water
molecules C), are strong attractions between non-polar regions D) are the result of strong repellent between water and non-polar regions E) depend on strong permanent dipoles in non-polar molecules Answer: B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-2 Learning objective: Association of solubility of substances with
hydrophobic action 22) In aqueous solution, if [OH–] is 3,0'10-5 M, what is [H+]? A) 7.0'10-9 B) 7.0'10-2 C) 3.3'10-3 D) 3.3'10-10 E) no from the above Answer: D Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of solution 23) What is [H+] aqueous solution with a pH
of 6.2? A) 6.2'10-6 B) 1.6'10-8 C) 6.3'10-7 D) 3. 3'10-5 E) none of the above Answers: C Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of solution 24) What would be the resulting pH if one drop (0.05 ml) of 1.0 M HCl was added to one litre of pure water
(suppose a pH of 7.0)? A) 2.7 B) 4.3 C) 5.0 D) 0 (there would be no significant change) E) 9.7 Response: B Difficulty: Hard part Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of solution 25) What would be the resulting pH, if one ml of 1,0 M NaOH (assume pH 7,0) were added to one
litre of clean water? A) 1 B) 3 C) 7.3 D) 11 E) 13 Answer: D Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of the solution 26) Which of the following would be the strongest acid? A) formic acid, pK=3,75 B) succinic acid, diprotic acid with pK=4,21 and 5,64 °C) acetic
acid, pK=4,76 D) ammonium ion, pK =9,25 E) cannot be determined from given information Reply: Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 2-3 Learning objective: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of the solution 27) What is the pH of the solution containing three parts acetic acid and one part sodium acetate? 
The PK for acetic acid is 4,76. A) 5,24 B) 5,06 C) 4,46 D) 4,28 E) cannot be determined from given information Reply: D Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-3 Learning objective: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of the solution 28) If the pK values for phosphoric acid are 2,15, 6.82 and 12.38, at which pH
would the same amount of H2PO4– and HPO42-be observed? A) 2.15 B) 4.49 C) 6.82 D) 9.60 E) 12.38 Answer: C Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of the solution 29) If 1.0 ml is 1.0 M acetic acid (pK = 4.76, K = 1.74 x 10–5) was added to one liter of
pure water, what is the resulting pH? A) 1.0 B) 1.3 C) 3.0 D) 3.9 E) 10.1 Response: D Difficulty: Hard part Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of the solution 30) If pK values for phosphoric acid are 2,15, 6,82 and 12,38, _____ would prevail at pH 5, while _____ would prevail at
pH 10. (A) H3PO4; H2PO4-B) H3PO4; HPO42-C) H3PO4; PO43-D) H2PO4–; PO43-E) H2PO4–; HPO42- Answer: E Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on pH 31 solution) What is H2PO4 conjugate acid?? A) HPO42-B) H2PO4 C) H3PO4 D) PO43-E) none of
the above Answers: C Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 2-3 Learning goal: Calculate the effect of acids and bases on the pH of the solution 32) Taking into account the formic acid buffer 0,1 M, what is the concentration of formic acid present in a pH solution of 4,25 if the pK of formic acid is 3,75? A) 0.024 M B) 0.033 M
C) 0.067 M D) 0.076 M E) none of the above Answer: Difficulties: Reference to hard section: 2-4 Learning goal: Describe how buffer solutions withstand changes in pH 33) Which of the following shows the buffer that is found in the bloodstream? A) H3PO4 H2PO42- + H+ B) H2PO4– HPO42- + H + C) HPO42-PO43- + H
+ D) H2CO3 HCO3– + H + E) HCO3– CO32- + H+ Answer: D Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 2-4 Learning objective: Describe, as buffer solutions withstand changes in pH 34) Which of the following shows an intracellular buffer? A) H3PO4 H2PO42- + H+ B) H2PO4– HPO42- + H + C) HPO42-PO43- + H+ D)
H2CO3 HCO3– + H+ E) HCO3– CO32- + H+ Answer: B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 2-4 Learning Objective: Describe, as buffers withstand changes in pH 35) If the phosphate buffer (pK = 6,82) was formulated so that its pH was 7,3, it would be most suitable for buffer against _____.  If instead it was formulated so
that its pH was 6.3, it would be best to buffer against _____. A) acid; (b) acid; acid C); D acids); base E) a buffer with a pH that far from pK would not be an effective buffer Answer: Difficulty: Reference to hard section: 2-4 Learning goal: Describe, as buffers withstand changes in pH 36) Which of the following options
could be used to formulate 100 ml of 0,10 M acetate buffer (pK=4,76) at pH 5 if you start with 64 ml of 0,10 M sodium acetate? A) 3.6 ml 1 M HCl B) 3.6 ml 1 M NaOH C) 34 ml 0.10 M HCl D) 34 ml 0.10 M NaOH E) 34 ml 0.10 M acetic acid Reply: E Difficulty: Hard part Reference: 2-4 Learning goal: Describe, as buffer
solutions withstand changes in pH 37) Which of the following medicines could be used to formulate 100 ml of 0,10 M phosphate buffer (pK=6,82) at pH 7,2? A) 2.9 mmol for Na2HPO4 and 7.1 mmol for NaHPO4 B) 10 mmol for Na2HPO4 and 7.1 mmol for NaOH C) 10 mmol NaHPO4 and 7.1 mmoles HCl D) 10 mmoles
H3PO4 and 17.1 mmoles NaOH E) all of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Hard Section Reference: 2-4 Learning Describe how buffers resist changes in pH 38) Metabolic acidosis often causes increased breathing rates.  What part of the bloodstream of the buffer solution is lost through increased breathing? A) H + B)
HCO3– C) H2CO3 D) CO2 E) H2O Answer: D Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 2-4 Learning goal: Describe, as buffer solutions withstand changes in pH 39) What is the resulting pH if 10 millimols of HCl is added to 1 litre of 0,1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7,00 (pK = 6,82)? A) 6.82 B) 6.98 C) 7.01 D) 7.19 E) Not to be
determined Answer: Difficulty: Hard part Reference: 2-4 Learning goal: Describe how buffer solutions withstand changes in pH 40) During vigorous exercise, hydrogen ions are produced in cells due to increased metabolism.  What component of intracellular buffer would increase due to increased H+ production? A)
H3PO4 B) H2PO4–C) HPO42-D) PO43-E) none of the above Answers: B Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 2-4 Learning goal: Describe, as a buffer solution to resist changes in pH Package Title: Pratt &amp; Cornely Test Bank Course Title: Pratt &amp; Cornely Chapter Number: 10 Question Type: Multiple Choice 1)
Hormones Bind to _____ with _____ Affinity. A) ligands; low B) agonists; high C) antagonists; low (d) G proteins; low E receptors); High Response: E Difficulty: Middle Section Reference: 10-1 Learning Goal: Summarize receptor properties 2) When the receptor loses the ability to transmit a signal after continuous
exposure to ligand, the receptor is said to be _____. A) saturated B) desensitized C) derived D) specific E) none of the above Answer: B Difficulty: Simple Section Reference: 10-1 Learning Goal: Summarize receptor properties 3) Which of the following can be a hormone? A) amino acid derivatives B) steroids C)
polypeptides D) eicosanoids E) all of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 10-1 Learning goal: Summarize receptor properties 4) A sample of cells with a total receptor concentration of 50 mM was incubated with a ligand concentration of 100 mM.  After the incubation period, the concentration of unbound
receptors was determined at 15 mM.  What is Kd for receptor-ligand interaction? A) 28 mM B) 43 mM C) 143 mM D) 217 mM E) 333 mM Response: Difficulty: Hard section Reference: 10-1 Learning goal: Summarize receptor properties 5) A small molecule produced inside a cell in response to a hormonal binding to its
receptor is called a(n) _____. A) inside messenger B) agonist C) antagonist D) second messenger E) G protein Answer: D Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 10-1 Learning goal: Summarize receptor properties 6) Which of the following is the ligand b2-adrenergic receptor? A) tyrosine B) serotonin C) D) Caffeine E)
Adenosine Answer: C Difficulty: Simple Section Reference: 10-2 Learning Goal: Describe GPCR signaling pathways from receptors to second messengers 7) Activating G protein in response to hormonal binding requires binding _____ to _____ subunit. (A) GDP; (b) the GTP; and C) GDP; (g) (D) the GTP; (b E) GDP;
Answer: B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 10-2 Learning goal: Describe gpcr signaling pathways from receptors to second messengers 8) What enzyme is activated by association with active G protein? A) Adenylate Cyclolase B) cAMP Phosphodiesterase C) Protein Kinase A D) Protein Kinase G E) All of the above
Answer: Difficulty: Simple Section References: 10-2 Learning Goal: Describe GPCR signaling pathways from receptors to second messengers 9) The second messenger _____ is produced by the enzyme ______. (A) nitric oxide; arginase B) cGMP; GTP cyclováse C) cAMP; adenylate cyclasis D) triacylglycerol;
phospholipase C E) inositolfosphate; Phospholipase C Answer: C Difficulty: Middle Section Reference: 10-2 Learning Goal: Describe GPCR signaling pathways from receptors to second messengers 10) cAMP binds to _____ subunit protein kinase A allows the tetramer to be separated into ______. (A) active subunits;
active dimer and two inactive monomers B) active subunits; two active monomers and inactive dimer C) control subunits; active dimer and two inactive monomers D) control subunits; two active monomers and inactive dimer E) control subunits; two active monomeres and two inactive monomers Answer: D Difficulty: Hard
section Reference: 10-2 Learning goal: Describe gpcr signal pathways from receptors on other messengers 11) What two amino acid residues are the targets of protein kinase A? A) Asn and Gln B) Thr and Ser C) Tyr and Thr D) Ser and Tyr E) Cys and Ser Answer: B Difficulty: Simple Section References: 10-2 Learning
Goal: Describe GPCR Signaling Pathways From Receptors to Second Messengers 12) Desensitization of the G protein-bound receptor is caused by phosphorylation of the receptor by a specific kinasis.  What protein recognizes the phosphorylated receptor? A) Phospholipase C B) G protein g subunit C) cAMP
phosphodiesterase D) adenosine receptor E) arrestin Answer: E Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 10-2 Learning Goal: Describe GPCR signaling pathways from receptors to second messengers 13) Second messenger _____ opens Ca2 + channels in endoplasmic reticullum. A) inositol triphosphate B) diacylglycerol C)
cAMP D) cGMP E) Nitric oxide Reply: Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 10-2 Learning Goal: Describe GPCR signaling pathways from receptors to second messengers 14) Ligand binding to tyrosine kinase receptor causes _____ receptor, which then protein in the signalling pathway. A) methylation; hydrolysis B)
hydrolysis; inhibits C) phosphorylation; phosphophylats D) and cylation; activates E) none of the above Answer: C Difficulty: Middle Section References: 10-1 and 10-3 Learning Goal: Describe how tyrosine kinase pathways are activated 15) _____ receptor is a tyrosine kinase receptor. A) a1– adrenergic B) b2-
adrenergic C) calmodulin D) insulin E) cortisol Answer: D Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 10-3 Learning goal: Describe how tyrosine kinase pathways are activated 16) The activity of racial protein is analogous to _____ in terms of its ability to bind GTP. A) G protein subunit B) G protein b subunit C) G protein g
subunit D) calmodulin E) all of the above Answer: Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 10-3 Learning Goal: Describe how tyrosine kinase pathways are activated 17) Where are the final goals of the Ras-dependent signaling cascade located in the cell? A) cytoplasm B) nucleus C) endoplasmic reticulum D) mitochondria E)
cell membrane Answer: B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 10-3 Learning Goal: Describe how tyrosine kinase pathways are activated 18) The ability of some tyrosine kinase receptor to eventually activate phospholipase C is an example of ______. A) antagonism B) desensitization C) autophosphorylation D) poor
receptor-ligand specificity E) cross-talk Answer: E Difficulty: Middle Part Reference: 10-2 and 10-3 Learning Goal: Describe how tyrosine kinase pathways are activated 19) Which of the following hormones is able to pass through biological membranes and thus the receptor is located inside the cell, not on the cell
surface? A) insulin B) glucagon C) cortisol D) adrenaline E) platelet derived growth factor Answer: C Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 10-4 Learning goal: List of certain types of lipid hormones and their physiological effects 20) Complex formed between lipid hormone and its receptor binds to _____ which are specific
DNA sequences. A) transcription factors B) nuclear location sequences C) DNA-binding domain D) hormonal response elements E) none of the above Answer: D Difficulty: Simple Section References: 10-4 Learning Goal: List of certain types of lipid hormones and their physiological effects 21) Eicosanoids are derived
from the fatty acid membrane _____. A) Stearic acid B) linoleic acid C) A-linolenic acid D) Arachidonic acid E) docosahexaenic acid (DHA) Answer: D Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 10-4 Learning goal: List of certain types of lipid hormones and their physiological effects 22) Which of the following is a
cyclooxygenase inhibitor? A) Paracetamol B) aspirin C) eicosanoic acid D) thromboxane E) progesterone Reply: B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 10-4 Learning goal: List of some lipid hormones and their physiological effects 23) Which of the following can be regulated by eicosanoids? A) Blood Pressure B) Blood
Clotting C) Inflammation D) Fever E) All of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Simple Section Reference: 10-4 Learning Goal: List of Certain Types of Lipid Hormones and Their Physiological Effects Package Name: Pratt &amp; Cornely Test Bank Course Title: Pratt &amp; Cornely Chapter Number: 22 Question Type:
Multiple Choice 1) The genetic code is said to be _____ because several codons can match the same amino acid. A) exacerbate B) Despicable C) degenerate D) Decadent E) Perverted Answer: C Difficulty: Easy Section Reference: 22-intro 2) What is the similarity between amino acids that have only one codon each?
A) are aromatic amino acids B) are sulfur-containing amino acids C) are neutral polar amino acids D) occur very rarely in proteins E) none of the above Answer: D Difficulty: Simple section References: 22-intro 3) Codon is found _____ while anticodone is found _____. A) to ribosome proteins; in mRNA B) in mRNA;
ribosome RNA C) to tRNA; ribosome RNA D) to tRNA; mRNA E) in mRNA; on tRNA Reply: E Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 22-intro 4) Which of these describes the general three-dimensional structure of tRNA? A) clover shape with anticodone and acceptor stems on leaves that are against each other B) L shape
with anticodone at one end L and acceptor stems on the other C) a large loop with anticodone and 3¢ end in very close proximity to each other D) elongated cylinder shape with anticodone and akceptor stems at opposite ends E) because all tRNA have very different three-dimensional structures , it is difficult to describe
the general shape Answer: B Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-1 Learning goal: Describe the structure of tRNA and aminoacylation 5) Which of the following characteristics is the only tRNA loop that is exclusively one stranded RNA? A) acceptor step B) D loop C) TyC loop D) anticodone loop E) none of the above
Answer: E Difficulty: Middle Part Reference: 22-1 Learning Goal: Describe tRNA structure and aminoacylation 6) While charging tRNA, what intermediate is formed? A) aminoacyl-adenylate B) aminoacyl-tRNA C) aminoacyl-ADP D) tRNA-adenylate E) none of the above Answer: Difficulty: Middle Section References: 22-1
Learning goal: Describe the structure of tRNA and aminoacylation 7) Which of the following explains, why does aminoacyl-tRNA synthesise for isleucin rarely include valine despite the similar structure of the two amino acids? A) the valine does not fit at the binding site for isolukin B) only leucine and isolucine fit in the
active site of enzyme C) of the enzyme site proofreading that only allows isolucine D) enzyme contains proofreading site that secretes only isleucin E) none of the above Answer: D Difficulty: Hard Section Reference: 22-1 Learning Goal: Describe the structure of tRNA and aminoacylation 8) Which of the following is
needed to properly charge tRNA? A) tRNA, mRNA, amino acid, GTP and aminoacyl-tRNA synthesise B) tRNA, amino acid, ATP and aminoacyl-tRNA synthesise C) tRNA, amino acid, ATP and transpeptidase D) tRNA, amino acid, GTP and transpeptidase E) tRNA, mRNA, amino acid, ATP and transpeptidase Answer: B
Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 22-1 Learning goal: Describe tRNA structure and aminokylation 9) What type of binding links tRNA to amino acid (AA)? A) ester between carboxylate AA and tRNA 3¢ hydroxyl B) mixed anhydride carboxylate AA and tRNA 3¢ phosphate C) phosphate AA amin and tRNA 3¢ phosphate D)
mixed anhydride carbox AA phosphorusamide and tRNA 5¢ phosphate E) phosphamide AA amin and tRNA 5¢ phosphate Reply: Difficulty: Reference to hard section: 22-1 Learning goal: Describe the structure of tRNA and aminoacylation 10) Where is the anticodone in this structure? Answer: C Difficulty: Simple Section
Reference: 22-1 Learning Goal: Describe the structure of tRNA and aminoacylation 11) Given the following anticodone, which mRNA codon would pair with it? 5¢-IGC-3¢A) 5¢-UCA-3¢B) 5¢-UCG-3¢C) 5¢-ACU-3¢D) 5¢-GUA-3¢E) 5¢-GCU-3¢ Answer: E Difficulty: Hard part Reference: 22-1 Learning goal: Describe the
structure of tRNA and aminoacylation 12) Approximately what part of the weight of the ribosome is caused by protein? A) 1/2 B) 1/3 C) 1/4 D) 1/5 E) 1/6 Answer: B Difficulty: Simple part Reference: 22-2 Learning goal: Recognize the main features of ribosome 13) What are the predominant interactions between the 30S
and 50S subunits that allow the formation of the 70S ribosome? A) Protein 30S with 50S rRNA B) 30S rRNA with 50S protein C) protein protein interactions from both subuu units D) rRNA-rRNA interactions from both subuu units E) 50S rRNA interactions with tRNA D loop and interactions 30 RRNA with anticodone loops
are the only interactions holding the 70S ribosome together Answer: D Difficulty: Middle Part Reference: 22-2 Learning Goal: Recognize the main features of ribosome 14) Why does mRNA take a sharp turn as it moves through the ribosome? A) so that mRNA can join subunit 30S and leave subunit B 50S) to maximize
basic pairing with 23S rRNA C) so that both site A and P TRNA can communicate with their relevant codons D) to avoid dissociation of 30S and 50S subunits E) all of the above Answer: C Difficulty: Hard Section Reference: 22-2 Learning Goal: Recognize the main features ribosome 15) Which of the following tRNA
binding sites is correctly defined? A) Location: receives incoming aminoacyl-tRNA B) E site: entry point for initial tRNA binding C) P site: site occupied by tRNA, which accepts the growing peptide chain D) T site: a site that is briefly occupied while tRNA is passed from place P to P page E) all of the above Answer:
Difficulty: Simple Section References: 22-2 Learning Goal : Recognize the main features of ribosome 16) Which amino acid is first incorporated into prokaryotic protein? A) N-formslhreonine B) N-formlmethionine C) N-formslaspartate D) N-formslglutamine E) N-formslcysteine Answer: B Difficulty: Simple section
Reference: 22-3 Goal of education: Summarize the events of initiation of translation, extension and completion 17) What sequence is located about 10 bases before the start of the kodon? A) Watson-Crick Sequence B) Meselson-Stahl Sequence C) Hershey-Chase Sequence D) Avery-MacLeod Sequence E) Shine-
Dalgarno Sequence Answer: E Difficulty: Simple Section References: 22-3 Learning Goal: Summarize translation initiation events, extension and termination 18) What two elements of translation are paired Shine-Dalgarno sequences? A) initial tRNA with initial codon B) initial tRNA with ribosomal site C) mRNA with 23S
rRNA ribosome D) mRNA with 16S ribosome E) mRNA with initial tRNA Answer: D Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 22-3 Learning objective: Summary of translation initiation events, extension and termination 19) In translation, E. coli_ _____ helps with the binding of fMet-tRNA to subunit 30S, while _____ blocks site
A. A) IF-1; IF-2 B) IF-1; IF-3 C) IF-2; IF-1 D) IF-2; IF-3 E) IF-3; ANSWER IF-1: C Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-3 Objective of education: Summary of events of initiation of translation, extension and completion 20) Which of the following steps of initiation leads to hydrolysis of GTP? A) binding of mRNA to subunit
30S B) tying subunit 50S to subunit 30S C) binding fMet-tRNA to ribosome D) binding IF-2 to subunit 30S E) tying IF-1 to pages Answer: B Difficulty: Hard section Reference: 22-3 Objective of education: Summary of translation initiation events, extension and termination 21) How is the initiation codon contained in the
eukaryotic translation? A) a sequence similar to shine-dalgarno sequence is placed B) 5¢ cap binds just beyond P instead of ribosome C) fMet-tRNA is able to find the initiating codon before binding to ribosome D) when mRNA circular, poly(A) tail allows the location of the launch codon E) the first AUG codon is located
when the 40S subunit scans the mRNA from 5¢ end Reply : E Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-3 Purpose: Summary of translation, extension and end events 22) Which of the following best describes the preparation of fMet-tRNA for translation into prokaryotes? A) Met is first added to the tRNA specific to the start
codon, which differs from the one intended to transport the Met, then molded B) The met is first moldlated, then added to the tRNA specific to the start codon and differs from the tRNA intended to transport Met C) Met is first added to regular tRNAMet, then moldlated; the fact that it has formulate group allows use in the
initial codon D) Met is first moldlated, then added to regular tRNAMet; the fact that it has molded the group allows use in the launch codon E) fMet is not used in prokaryotes, only in eukaryotes Answer: Difficulty: Hard Section Reference: 22-3 Learning Goal: Summarize the events of initiation translation, extension and
termination 23) Which of the following is true when it comes to the interaction of EF-Tu with aminoacyl-tRNAs? A) the higher the incidence of amino acid in the protein, the stronger interaction B) EF-Tu binds charged and uncharged tRNA with the same affinity C) without aminoacyl-tRNAs can only bind to ribosome
binding in vitro D) binding to occurs with approximately the same affinity for all aminoacyl-tRNAs E) interaction always involves an anticodone loop Answer: D Difficulty: Hard Section Reference : 22-3 Learning Goal: Summarize translation initiation events , elongation, and termination 24) The interaction used to insure
correct codon-anticodone recognition involves RNA interactions from _____ that specifically control interactions on _____. (A) mRNA and tRNA; first and second codon positions B) mRNA and tRNA; second and third codon positions C) mRNA, tRNA and rRNA; first and second codon positions D) mRNA, tRNA and rRNA;
second and third codon positions E) mRNA, tRNA and rRNA; all three positions codon Answer: C Difficulty: Hard Section Reference: 22-3 Learning Goal: Summarize events of initiation translation, extension and termination 25) Hydrolysis GTP EF-Here is thermodynamically needed for _____. A) proofreading B)
transpeptidation C) translocation D) aminoacyl-tRNA binding to ribosomal site E) none of the above Answer: Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-3 Learning Goal: Summarize translation initiation events, extension and termination 26) In addition to ef-tu proofing function, what other mechanism is used to ensure the
correct tRNA is in point A? A) interaction between loop D and 50S subunit B) interaction between TyC loops and 30S subunits C) aminoacyl group interaction with certain proteins at site A D) codon interaction with 50S subunit E) none of the above Answer: E Difficulty: Middle Part Reference: 22-3 Learning Summarize
the events of the start translation, extension and termination 27) Polypeptide synthesis proceeds from _____ to _____. A) entry point; exit point B) of subunit 50S; 30S subunit C) C-terminus; N-terminus D) N-terminus; Peptidyl site C-terminus E); aminoacyl page Answer: D Difficulty: Simple Section Reference: 22-3
Learning Goal: Summarize events of initiation translation, extension and termination 28) Which of the following provides energy for peptidyl transferase reactions? A) GTP ® GDP + Pi B) GTP ® GMP + PPi C) ATP ® ADP + Pi D) ATP ® AMP + PPi E) because the ester is transformed into amide, no external power
consumption required Answer: E Difficulty: Middle section Reference: 22-3 Objective of education: Summarize the events of initiation of translation, extension and completion 29) Which of the following is responsible for the catalytic activity of peptidyl transferase? A) protein component 50S subunit B) rRNA component
50S subunit C) protein component 30S subunit D) rRNA component 30S subunit E) protein and rRNA subunit 50S Reply: B Difficulty: Simple section Reference: 22-3 Objective of education: Summary of translation initiation events, prolongation and termination 30) What type of catalysis is seen by nucleotides at the
active site of peptidyl transferase? A) acid-based catalysis B) nucleophilia catalysis C) electrophilic catalysis D) proximity and indicative effects E) covalent catalysis Reply: D Difficulty: Hard section Reference: 22-3 Objective of education: Summarize the events of the start of translation, extension and termination 31) EF-
G is required for _____ because it binds to a ribosome in a similar way to _____. (A) translocation; transpeptidation of the EF-Tu-tRNA complex); complex C) EF-Tu-GDP; non-charging tRNA D transmission); aminoacyl-tRNA E) none of the above Answer: Difficulty: Hard Section Reference: 22-3 Learning Goal:
Summarize events of initiation translation, extension and termination 32) Which of these antibiotics mimics aminoacyl-tRNA? A) chloramphenicol B) erythromycin C) penicillin D) puromycin E) streptomycin Reply: D Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-3 Learning goal: Summarize events of initiation translation, elongation
and termination 33) What recognizes stop codons? A) termination of tRNA that does not carry amino acids on its stem acceptor B) release factors C) ribosome recycling factors D) fMet-tRNA E) does not recognize stop codons, that's why the translation ends Answer: B Difficulty: Simple Section Reference: 22-3 Learning
Goal: Summarize the events of the start of translation, extension and termination 34) Which of the following aids in folding proteins by completely sequestration polypeptide from its environment? A) B) trigger factor C) chaperonin D) thermal shock protein E) particle signal recognition Answer: C Difficulty: Middle part
Reference: 22-4 Learning goal: List of events occurring during post-translational processing 35) Chaperones as a trigger generally bind to what areas of the polypeptide? A) hydrophobic areas B) acidic areas C) basic regions D) acidic and basic regions E) neutral polar regions Reply: Difficulty: Simple section Reference:
22-4 Objective of education: List of events occurring during post-translational processing 36) Particle signal recognition is _____ whose function is ______ A) a complex of DNA-proteins; transport of proteins to the eukaryotic nucleus B) of ribonucleoprotein; direct proteins to the membrane or endoplasmic reticulon C); aid
in the folding of protein D) glycozylase; catalyse posttranslation modification e) none of the above Answer: B Difficulty: Middle Section Reference: 22-4 Learning Goal: List of events that occur during post-translation processing 37) In eukaryotic cells, when the protein is to be moved to endoplasmic reticul, what must
happen for complete translation to occur? A) N-terminus binds the CFP, which then anchors with the receptor on the ER B) N-terminus binds the CFP, which is then partially chipped by signal peptidase C) the ribosome must be converted into ER D), the ribosome must be bound to the ER before translation begins E)
chaperone protein inserted into the membrane ER binds N-terminus Answer: Difficulty: Central Section References: 22-4 Learning Objective: List of events, occur during post-translational processing 38) Chaperonins as GroEL /ES system functions _____. A) only if if thermal shock proteins are activated B) in a non-
boiled environment C) only at low pH D) only if they are bound to ER membrane E) in an ATP-dependent manner Reply: E Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-4 Learning objective: List of events occurring during post-shooting processing 39) Which of the following is commonly found with residues of asparagus
extractcellular proteins? A) amide hydrolysis to form Asp B) phosphorylation C) glycosylation D) peptide cleavage E) none of the above Answer: C Difficulty: Simple Section Reference: 22-4 Learning Goal: List of Events That Occur During Post-Translational Processing 40) Which of the following occurs during post-
translational insulin processing? A) glycosylation B) phosphorylation C) acetylation of lysine residues D) formation of disulfide bonds E) in the middle of a C-terminal amino acid Answer: D Difficulty: Middle part Reference: 22-4 Learning objective: List of events, which occur during post-translational processing 41)
Attachment _____ to the lys of the rest of the protein focuses on transport to the nucleus. A) ubiquitin B) SUMO SRP D) DnaK E) Trigger Factor Answer: B Difficulty: Middle Section Reference: 22-4 Learning Goal: List of events that occur during post-translational processing
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